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Abstract
The average Category Normalised Citation Impact (CNCI) of an institution’s publication 
output is a widely used indicator for research performance benchmarking. However, it 
combines all entity contributions, obscuring individual inputs and preventing clear insight 
and sound policy recommendations if it is not correctly understood. Here, variations 
(Fractional and Collaboration [Collab] CNCI)—which aim to address the obscurity prob-
lem—are compared to the Standard CNCI indicator for over 250 institutions, spread glob-
ally, covering a ten-year period using Web of Science data. Results demonstrate that both 
Fractional and Collab CNCI methods produce lower index values than Standard CNCI. 
Fractional and Collab results are often near-identical despite fundamentally different cal-
culation approaches. Collab-CNCI, however, avoids assigning fractional credit (which is 
potentially incorrect) and is relatively easy to implement. As single metrics obscure indi-
vidual inputs, institutional output is also deconstructed into five collaboration groups. 
These groups track the increasing international collaboration trend, particularly highly 
multi-lateral studies and the decrease in publications authored by single institutions. The 
deconstruction also shows that both Standard and Fractional CNCI increase with the level 
of collaboration. However, Collab-CNCI does not necessarily follow this pattern thus ena-
bling the identification of institutions where, for example, their domestic single articles are 
their best performing group. Comparing CNCI variants and deconstructing portfolios by 
collaboration type is, when understood and used correctly, an essential tool for interpreting 
institutional performance and informing policy making.
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Introduction

While the primary aim of academic research is the enrichment and furthering of knowl-
edge, the proximate unit of research output (particularly in the sciences) is generally a pub-
lished set of results. Publication rates, however, can vary dramatically between fields, as 
can citation accumulation (e.g., Garfield, 1977; Hurt, 1987). Citations are widely seen as 
an indicator of the impact, significance, and influence of academic publications (Cole & 
Cole, 1973; Garfield, 1955) and, for reasonably large samples, there appears to be a sound 
relationship between citation counts (specifically, to journal articles) and peer judgments 
of quality (i.e., higher citation counts are associated with better peer judgment) in science, 
technology, and many social science fields, although this is less evident in the arts and 
humanities (Aksnes et al., 2019; Evidence, 2007; Waltman, 2016).

Because citation accumulation is variable in its development, normalisation of accumu-
lated citation counts is required to analyse citation impact across different fields and time 
periods in order to enable comparisons between institutions, countries etc. Although cita-
tion accumulation broadly correlates with peer judgments, there is no definitive ‘reference 
set’ of research performance measures to which any specific analytical model can be com-
pared. The standard normalisation approach for researchers drawing on data in the Web of 
Science is to use the Category Normalised Citation Impact (CNCI). This calculates a ratio 
between an observed count and an expected global average by normalising citation counts 
by the three principal variables that affect counts to a research paper: document type (e.g., 
article, review); publication year; and Web of Science subject category.

CNCI is widely used (as well as other measures) as a standard indicator for both national 
and institutional comparisons (Jappe, 2020) and considered a key measure by many policy-
makers. Consequently, it greatly impacts public perception of an entity’s (researcher, insti-
tution, country) research portfolio quality and, particularly at the institutional level, can 
influence funding allocation (Carlsson, 2009). However, a weakness of the CNCI indicator 
is that it combines all entity contributions, obscuring information on individual inputs and, 
thereby, preventing clear insight, sound comparisons and policy recommendations (e.g., 
Szomszor et al., 2021). This is especially important given that the greater the collaboration 
(i.e., more authors or, particularly, countries) on a published work, the higher that work’s 
CNCI (Adams et  al., 2019; Thelwall, 2020; Waltman & van Eck, 2015). Consequently, 
despite its prevalence as an indicator, CNCI may have more limited value for management 
purposes than is often recognised.

It has been suggested that fractional counting (whereby an entity’s share on a research 
paper is made equal to the fraction of the author addresses from that entity) offers an 
approach that ‘corrects’ standard CNCI with a more ‘accurate’ reflection of entity input 
(Waltman & van Eck, 2015). Outcomes of fractional counting have been discussed by sev-
eral authors (e.g., Aksnes et al., 2012; Burrell & Rousseau, 1995; Egghe et al., 2000; van 
Hooydonk, 1997); investigated relative to institutions (e.g., Leydesdorff & Shi, 2011) and 
countries (e.g., Glänzel & De Lange, 2002); and used by national research councils to eval-
uate work (e.g., Sweden: Kronman et al., 2010); a ‘modified fractional counting’ method 
has also now been formulated (Sivertsen et al., 2019). Furthermore, Gauffriau (2021), in 
her review of counting methods, noted that almost 70% (22/32) of suggested counting 
methods from 1981 to 2018 involved fractionalisation. However, while fractionally assign-
ing credit based purely on address data may reflect participation, it may reflect contribu-
tion no more accurately than the standard method. Furthermore, the summation of frac-
tional credits continues to obscure the real distribution of the effort contributed and credit 
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acquired through single and variously multiple-authored papers. This results in a continu-
ing deficit in valid information to support research management as opposed to a relatively 
simplistic point metric of past achievement.

The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) proposed an alternative approach to cal-
culating citation impact to address the challenge of turning citation data into management 
information (Potter et al., 2020). This variant index (Collab-CNCI) clarifies entity contri-
butions by considering different levels of domestic and international authorship collabora-
tion through an additional normalisation in the CNCI calculation. The benefit of distin-
guishing between different national and collaborative authorship patterns was reported by 
Gorraiz et  al. (2012), who analysed these separately to show that Austria’s international 
collaboration with European neighbours was a major influence on citation outcomes.

Using the Collab-CNCI index, Potter et al. (2020) were able to provide deeper insight 
into a country’s research portfolio, including article and citation share for each collabora-
tion type, and compare results to other CNCI indicators. This illustrated the importance 
of highly multi-lateral articles, particularly via citation share, for developing research 
economies. Economies such as Georgia and Sri Lanka were more negatively affected 
when ranked by Collab-CNCI, revealing lower relative performance for the article types 
compared to more developed research economies (e.g., UK, USA, Australia). Potter et al. 
(2020) recommended that partitioning by collaboration type should be carried out by ana-
lysts to enable improved interpretation for research policy and management decision mak-
ing. However, Potter et al. (2020) considered their chosen dataset, which covered ten years, 
as a single block (i.e., they did not consider temporal changes in CNCI indicators), which 
meant that changes in countries’ level of collaboration and any consequent variation in 
CNCI indicators over time could not be investigated.

Here, we apply the Collab-CNCI indicator at the institutional level comparing outcomes 
with those of the standard (henceforth referred to as Standard) and Fractional (i.e., Walt-
man & van Eck, 2015) CNCI. By analysing a set of global institutions annually over ten 
years, we compare and examine trends in CNCI indicators, as well as the role of collabora-
tions, to better understand (1) differences between the indicator variants, (2) the perfor-
mance of articles within each collaboration group and (3) how indicator variants influence 
perceptions of institutional performance. This work builds upon that of Potter et al. (2021).

Methods

The data source was all documents with type “article” indexed in the Web of Science Core 
Collection (i.e., including the Emerging Sources Citation index—ESCI) over a ten-year 
period from 2009 to 2018. This was the same source as that used in Potter et al., (2020, 
2021). As this methodology used only Web of Science data, it is possible that an equivalent 
study using data from other indexing services may produce different outcomes.

Institution names were taken from the Enhanced Organisation labels assigned in address 
data within the Web of Science. To be considered for analysis, institutions had to have (co)
authored at least 5000 articles over the ten-year period.

For global coverage, and to expand the work of Potter et al. (2021), institutions were 
chosen from each of nine geo-political regions (USA and Canada, Mexico and South 
America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Nordic Europe, Middle East-North Africa-
Turkey [MENAT], Southeast Asia, China, and Asia-Pacific [APAC]) for analysis (Sup-
plementary Tables 1 and 2). The list of thirty institutions for each region was manually 
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compiled by choosing a structured selection of institutions with high, medium, and low 
publication volume. For completeness, Africa was included as an additional region even 
though only 11 institutions covering three countries (Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda) 
met the 5000-article threshold. The chosen institutions produced a dataset covering 
5,470,998 unique articles. This covered 35% of all articles in the original data source 
(i.e., 5,470,998 articles out of a possible 15,650,080). The calculated Standard, Collab, 
and Fractional CNCI indicators (explained below) for each institution were then com-
pared to one another. We note that a value of one for any calculated CNCI value from 
each method represents world average. Consequently, a CNCI value of > 1 represents 
performance above world average, and vice versa.

Standard CNCI was calculated conventionally by normalising an article’s citation 
count by document type, year of publication, and Web of Science journal-based sub-
ject category. These categories cover 254 subjects with journals sometimes assigned 
to multiple ones; in these cases, the average CNCI of all an article’s categories was 
assigned to the article. Each unique institution listed in the article address was allocated 
full credit. Thus, if an article with two institutions had a CNCI of 1.1, each institution 
was awarded an article count of 1.0 and a CNCI value of 1.1. An institution’s mean 
CNCI was then calculated by summing the CNCI of all the articles on which the institu-
tion was recorded in an author address and dividing this by the number of such articles, 
over the entire dataset.

Collab-CNCI, defined by Potter et al. (2020), uses collaboration type as an additional 
normalisation factor to those already considered by Standard CNCI. The five collabora-
tion types, also based on author address data, are: (i) domestic single (authors from the 
same institution); (ii) domestic multi (authors from more than one institution within the 
same country); (iii) international bilateral (two countries); (iv) international trilateral (three 
countries); and (v) international quadrilateral-plus (four or more countries). Though this 
latter, most collaborative, group covered ~ 4% of the articles, it accounted for ~ 9% of all 
citations (a similar share to that of international trilateral). The international allocations 
are made regardless of the number of institutions. Note that, due to multiple affiliations, a 
single author article could fall into any of these types, although this is exceptional. Each 
institution on every article was assigned the appropriate collaboration type. As with Stand-
ard CNCI, each institution was given full credit and the full CNCI value for an article, but 
the mean CNCI for each collaboration-type was calculated separately (e.g., only an insti-
tution’s international trilateral articles were considered when calculating the institution’s 
CNCI for the international trilateral article type). We refer the reader to Potter et al. (2020) 
for further method justification.

Fractional CNCI was calculated at the author level following the method of Waltman 
and van Eck (2015). This method assigns credit to each author, institution, country etc. 
on a publication based upon the total, deduplicated number of each on a document. This 
credit is then multiplied by the article’s CNCI to calculate the fractional CNCI value. An 
institution’s mean CNCI was then calculated by summing the CNCIs on which that institu-
tion was recorded in an author address and dividing this by the sum of its total fractional 
CNCI value. We refer the reader to Waltman and van Eck (2015), as well as Potter et al. 
(2020), for more thorough descriptions and methodology. However, at the author level, 
not all researchers could be assigned to an organisation (or a country) due to incomplete 
address data. Consequently, when analysing data at the author level, approximately 3% of 
articles were not included (when considering the top 20 organisations by article count). For 
example, the University of Toronto was assigned to 108,047 articles at the article level, but 
103,840 articles (∼96%) at the author level. However, given the size of the dataset, there is 
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no reason to expect that outcomes for any one institution would be consistently affected by 
this.

Results

To illustrate temporal trends in each of the CNCI indicators, the mean Standard, Collab, 
and Fractional CNCI were plotted for sample institutions from six of the regions. These 
six provide an initial global comparison of institutions within strongly developed (Den-
mark, USA), recently developed (China), and developing (Estonia, Malaysia, Saudi Ara-
bia) research economies. Calculated indicator values for all institutions are listed in Sup-
plementary Table 1.

The data show that, in general, Standard CNCI values tend to be higher and show 
greater variation over time than Collab and Fractional CNCI. Consequently, institutions 
perform closer to, or below, world average (which, by definition, has a mean value of one) 
using these latter indicators (Fig. 1).

For example, University of Tartu, Estonia, remained above world Standard CNCI aver-
age over all years, substantially increasing its value (1.05 in 2009 compared to 1.85 in 
2018). However, this institution is initially below world average using Collab and Frac-
tional CNCI, only exceeding Collab-CNCI world average in 2014 (where it remains) and 
surpassing fractional world average in only two years (2012 and 2016). Conversely, Tsing 
Hua University, Beijing, China, sees consistent improvement and little variation across all 
indicators (though this flattens off and slightly decreases in 2018). University of Copen-
hagen, Denmark, shows a notable increase in Standard CNCI from 2009 to 2012 before 
stabilising around 1.8. Collab and Fractional values, however, have remained largely static 
(around 1.25), with only a minor improvement between 2009 and 2018 (~ 0.06). Con-
versely, the University of California San Diego, USA, changes from a relatively consist-
ent performer for CNCI (~ 1.9), to a slight decline (0.09 decrease) with Collab-CNCI, 
and more moderate decline with Fractional CNCI (0.2 decrease). King Saud University, 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, shows a decrease in Standard CNCI performance from 2011 to 2014 
but a significant increase (~ 25%) afterwards. However, its Fractional and Collab CNCI 
were still only just approaching world average in 2018. The University of Malaya, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, shows a continual increase in Standard CNCI, though at a slower rate 
post-2014, and was significantly above world average in 2018; Fractional and Collab CNCI 
values, however, never surpassed world average and have decreased post-2015.

As noted previously, the gross indicator values only provide a single snapshot of an 
institution’s performance. To deconstruct this, Fig. 2 illustrates the indicator values by col-
laboration group type (data for all institutions is in Supplementary Table 2). As research 
becomes more collaborative the indicator value invariably increases. This is particularly 
noticeable for the Standard and Fractional indicators—domestic single articles have the 
lowest value; international quadrilateral-plus articles have the highest value. In fact, 
quadrilateral-plus articles provide the highest values for all institutions over all years bar 
one (2011 for the University of Tartu where international trilateral is the best perform-
ing group). For Standard CNCI, quadrilateral-plus values are generally ~ 2–3 times greater 
than the other collaborative groups and show greater variance over the ten years.

The collaboration normalising ‘adjustment’ of Collab-CNCI is clear: values for inter-
national quadrilateral-plus articles are suppressed resulting in net CNCI values compa-
rable to the other collaboration groups (which are also suppressed in terms of credit or 
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value). King Saud University, for example, has all international quadrilateral-plus arti-
cles above world average by the Standard and Fractional indicators, but this is only the 
case for 2016 to 2018 when considering Collab-CNCI.

For Collab-CNCI, unlike the other two indicators, greater collaboration does not nec-
essarily relate to higher index values because of the like-for-like normalisation within 
collaboration groups. In fact, all institutions show crossovers between the different col-
laboration groups. For example, domestic single articles were the best performing group 
for the University of Malaya in 2011 and 2013, though its more recent performance has 
rapidly declined. International trilateral articles were the best performing for Tsing Hua 
University in 2011, 2013 and 2014; international quadrilateral-plus was not the best per-
forming group for UC San Diego until 2012. Indeed, domestic single articles regularly 
outperform articles with greater institutional collaboration (e.g., University of Copenha-
gen, where domestic single articles are either the second or third best performing group 
in any year within the period).

Fig. 1  Standard, Collaboration (Collab), and Fractional (Frac) CNCI values for six sample institutions over 
the 10-year period
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There are broadly similar trend profiles between the three indicators for a given institution, 
despite the suppression. There are, however, some exceptions. For example, the value of Frac-
tional CNCI for University of Tartu in 2012 spiked above five times world average, while both 
Standard and Collab CNCI values followed their respective trends with values around 4 and 
1.5, respectively.

The deconstruction by collaboration type highlights the changes in article output over the 
period. While the CNCI indicator values (both overall and by collaboration type) remain sta-
ble, the frequency of internationally collaborative articles continuously increases over the 
period (Fig. 3). King Saud University dramatically increased its proportion of internationally 
collaborative output between 2009 and 2011 from ~ 45 to ~ 70%, increasing again to ~ 80% in 
2016. This institution remains the most internationally collaborative of those highlighted here 
while others typically show a more gradual increase in international collaboration.

Conversely, domestic single output decreases in percentage share for all institutions. Tsing 
Hua University, University of Malaya, and King Saud University saw domestic single output 
halved; University of Copenhagen and University of Tartu almost halved. Domestic multi-
lateral output has remained relatively stable for University of Copenhagen and University of 
Malaya, while decreasing ~ 20% for UC San Diego (64% to 52%), and almost 50% for Univer-
sity of Tartu and King Saud University. Tsing Hua University is the only institution to see an 
increase in domestic multi-institutional output (37% to 43%). Arguably, international bilateral 
output has remained the most stable with only incremental changes (King Saud University 
bilateral output increased ~ 40% between 2009 and 2011 but has remained relatively stable 
since). International trilateral trends vary substantially: King Saud University output doubled; 
University of Copenhagen remained constant; while Tsing Hua University and UC San Diego 
growth matched that of their international quadrilateral-plus articles. Increases in the quadri-
lateral-plus group have been most significant in some cases (University of Tartu has almost 
tripled quadrilateral-plus output; University of Malaya output increased over four-fold).

Though share of total output has decreased for domestic single authored articles, its abso-
lute volume has remained generally stable for all institutions. Considering other collabora-
tion groups, absolute output has increased steadily for UC San Diego, University of Copenha-
gen, King Saud University, and University of Malaya. These absolute increases are, however, 
dwarfed by Tsing Hua University, which saw a considerable absolute increase in international 
bilateral and domestic multi-institutional articles. University of Tartu article output over the 
period increased ~ 50%, driven by greater volumes of international collaborative papers as 
domestic output remained static. Importantly, this resulted in international quadrilateral-plus 
articles becoming its largest contributor (in 2018) in absolute and percentage terms. For the 
other institutions, international quadrilateral-plus, by the end of the period, had similar output 
share to domestic multi-institutional articles for University of Copenhagen, King Saud Univer-
sity, and University of Malaya. UC San Diego and Tsing Hua University doubled and quad-
rupled, respectively, their quadrilateral-plus output but, given their substantial output in other 
groups, this group (as well as international trilateral) still provides the lowest share.

Discussion

The results presented in this paper demonstrate clear differences in outcome between the 
variant methodologies used to calculate Category Normalised Citation Impact (CNCI). The 
application of both Fractional and Collab CNCI results in lower (and similar) net values 
compared with Standard CNCI but Collab-CNCI adds significant management information 
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content in revealing the deconstructed sources of citation impact and the role of collabora-
tion in raising the indicator value.

Indicator comparisons

Fractional and Collab CNCI almost always produced a lower indicator value than Standard 
CNCI. This is because, in the case of Fractional (Waltman & van Eck, 2015), as the label 
implies, institutions will generally be rewarded with only an arithmetical fraction of an 
article’s CNCI value where that article is the product of multi-institutional research. For 
Collab-CNCI (Potter et al., 2020), other institutions’ contributions are considered but this 
is done by normalising the citation count at the level of the collaboration group (where 
groups are demarcated by the degree of collaboration).

Fractional and Collab CNCI produced similar values and trends to one another. Since 
collaborative authorship almost universally results in enhanced citation counts, it can be 
argued that an indicator that accounts for the collaboration component by partitioning will 
provide a ‘truer’ depiction of normalised impact. As noted, ‘truth’ is contestable but we 
would agree that partitioning may indeed be fairer. This similarity in outcome, therefore, 
raises the question of whether one is better suited to evaluative purposes or if they could be 
used interchangeably or in a complementary fashion.

Aksnes et al. (2012) and Potter et al. (2020) found similar trends (i.e., citation indicator 
values were lower using fractional counting compared to full counting) when analysing 
countries and this can also be applied to institutional analysis. Both those papers also stated 
that the difference between whole and fractionalised counts was greatest for those countries 
with the highest proportion of internationally co-authored articles.

Based on their analysis, Aksnes et al. (2012) believe strong arguments exist to favour 
fractional counting over full counting (especially at national level) stating that national 
citation indicators “will have greater validity and better justification when fractionalised 
counts are used.” This was based upon entities being credited with the contributions of 
other entities’ scientists in whole counting, where those outside contributions may have 
been greater.

Fractional counting, while seemingly straightforward, can be complicated to calculate 
(Waltman & van Eck, 2015) and take many different forms (Gauffriau, 2021). Aksnes et al. 
(2012), however, used a simplified version of fractional counting, relative to the method of 
Waltman and van Eck (2015) (used here) and in Potter et al. (2020). Aksnes et al. (2012) 
method was based on the number of authors assigned to each country relative to the total 
number of authors (e.g., if two of three total authors are assigned to country A, then coun-
try A would receive two-thirds [2/3] of the credit and CNCI value).

Aksnes et al. (2012) stated that the application of these variant indicators would have 
a major impact on science policy and therefore indicators should be based on sound and 
consistent methodology, a sentiment with which we agree. However, based on results pre-
sented here, and in Potter et al. (2020), we advocate the use of Collab CNCI over those 
fractional counting methods.

The assignation of credit based on the number of entities (countries, institutions, 
etc.) based on author affiliations does not necessarily reflect contributed efforts (though 
it may reflect participation). This is exemplified by Vollset et al. (2020), a global burden 
disease study, whereby contributions, as presented in the article, were not evenly distrib-
uted between all 23 authors for the required tasks; and Lozano et al. (2020), a global study 
on health service effective coverage, with well over 250 contributors, though only six 
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contributed to the first manuscript draft. Though Aksnes et  al. (2012) stated that whole 
counting can provide entities with the contributions of others, fractional counting may still 
assign incorrect contributions. Indeed, the summed value of fractional credits is a ‘black 
box’ in which the component contributions are obscured, whereas the Standard method is 
an overt calculation. Any fractional credit arithmetically assigned to any one entity based 
on author affiliations must generally be subject to reinterpretation on peer review or (bet-
ter) author agreement. Notably, Nordic countries have used fractional counting in analyses 
to allocate institutional funding (e.g., Research Council of Sweden (Kronman et al., 2010; 
Vetenskapsrådet, 2014; Nordforsk 2010, 2011), with the Research Council of Sweden 
choosing fractional counting, in part, because, in whole counting, “the same article can be 
counted several times” (Vetenskapsrådet, 2014).

Fractional counting, by its nature and by explicit statements from its proponents, sug-
gests a refinement on, or correction to, the Standard method. This cannot be tested since no 
‘correct’ reference value exists, but it may thereby falsely suggest greater ‘accuracy’ when 
this is not the case. Conversely, Collab-CNCI does not assign partial (and thus potentially 
incorrect) credit and, while the contributions of others may be applied to an entity, normal-
ising by collaboration type addresses this and allows similarly collaborative articles to be 
compared to one another. Collab-CNCI is also no more problematic to describe or under-
stand than Standard CNCI.

It is important to add that, to use any of these metrics, research and policy managers 
must understand their inherent differences and the relationship between different results. 
Without this, policy making will remain partly uninformed.

Collaboration

All highlighted institutions demonstrated a continuous increase in international collabora-
tion over the period (Fig. 3), confirming the results of others (e.g., Adams & Gurney, 2018; 
Ribeiro et al., 2018). The increase in international collaboration in most circumstances is 
due to a combination of decreases in domestic single article output and increases in quad-
rilateral-plus article output (Fig. 2); institutions are becoming more collaborative, particu-
larly highly internationally collaborative.

Importantly, however, the CNCI indicator values did not correspondingly show a con-
tinuous increase over time (Fig. 1). Figure 2 demonstrated that most of the ‘value’ of net 
CNCI is sourced from the most international collaborative articles. This most collaborative 
group is also the most affected by using a Fractional or Collab CNCI approach and con-
tains the highest variance temporally, due to this group being the smallest by article count 
(international quadrilateral-plus articles accounted for ~ 4% of the dataset).

The rapid increase in multilateral articles, combined with their inherently greater CNCI 
capability (e.g., Adams et al., 2019; Thelwall, 2020; Waltman & van Eck, 2015) are likely 
to influence institutional indicators even more heavily in the future. Crucially, in terms 
of Collab-CNCI, it is the performance of these multilateral articles relative to their direct 
peers (e.g., how do an institution’s international bilateral articles compare to other institu-
tion’s international bilateral articles?) which matters. This can highlight what may seem 
like atypical behaviour, whereby less collaborative articles perform the best on a true like-
for-like comparison, as highlighted by University of Malaya (Fig. 2) and in Adams et al. 
(2022). Deconstructing an institution’s output into collaboration types is therefore essential 
to assess whether greater (international) collaboration is positively or negatively influenc-
ing an institution’s CNCI.
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Conclusions

The Standard method for calculating Category Normalised Citation Impact (CNCI), which 
is widely used in research assessment and policy, is flawed in subsuming all entity contri-
butions, thus hiding individual input and weakening like-for-like comparisons. Our results 
show that variant methods (Fractional and Collaboration [Collab] CNCI) not only offer 
alternatives but that the influence of collaboration produces near similar values and trends. 
Fractional CNCI, however, appears to ‘correct’ the Standard method yet hiding disaggre-
gated component contributions. While each method complements one another, we advo-
cate the use of Collab-CNCI as it explicitly takes collaboration into account without frac-
tionating contributions, follows the established normalisation approach of Standard CNCI 
and calculates outcomes that retain a clear origin. Deconstructing research output into col-
laboration types is essential and provides an additional level of information and insight 
that cannot be gained from the single CNCI values. This highlights the continuous trend of 
increasing international collaboration, across all regions, in contrast to other CNCI metrics. 
Deconstruction also reveals that an institution’s most internationally collaborative articles 
are not necessarily its best performers. Research managers and funders can better contextu-
alise relative performance across and within institutions by deconstructing research output 
through Collab-CNCI and, consequently, make better informed funding decisions.
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